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A GUIDE TO FEDERAL LABOR
RELATIONS AUTHORITY
LAW AND PRACTICE

The tens of thousands of decisions analyzed by these digests explain
statutes, regulations, executive orders, internal operating instructions,
and policies governing the MSPB, EEOC, FLRA, and federal-sector labor
arbitration. The books are written by lawyers who have been involved in
litigation before these agencies and arbitrators for many years and who
teach related seminars.
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These three annually updated case digests, along
with the Merit Systems Protection Board Case
Summaries, Consolidated Federal Sector EEO
Update, and Principles of Federal Sector Arbitration
Law books and Federal Sector EEO, Civil Service,
and Labor Relations Reference Materials, are the
standard reference tools for federal civil service
practitioners in OGC, personnel, civil rights, and
labor relations offices of the government, unions,
and private law firms.
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LAW AND PRACTICE
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A Guide to Merit Systems Protection Board Law and Practice,
Thirty-Ninth Edition Peter Broida
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In three volumes, this encyclopedic guide to Board and court cases, laws, procedure, and litigation
practice is the seminal text on this complex area of the law. The 2022 edition includes analysis of
2021 and early 2022 decisions of the courts, and major developments in 2021. Major topics include:
• jurisdiction
• reduction in force and furloughs
• appeals, discovery, hearings, and evidence
• prohibited personnel practices and discrimination
• initial decisions and petitions for review
• retirement and reemployment
• settlement, remedies, and enforcement
• adverse actions, burdens of proof, nexus,
mitigation, and substantive offenses
• attorney fees
• judicial review
• performance cases
• harmful error and due process
• research, reference materials, and forms
New in 2022
• impact of Executive Order 14,003, and • judicial development of Carr factors
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performance-based actions;
employees’ protected disclosures;
• treatment of arbitrators’ procedural
• Federal Circuit opinions refining
dismissals of adverse actions;
whistleblower comparator analysis;
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• decisions involving penalties for
• decisional limitations on IRA coverage
employees’ unauthorized use of
of allegations in EEO complaint;
government databases;
• further definition of a personnel
• analysis of AWOL charges involving
action in IRA analysis;
employees with medical problems;
• Santos and the significance of pre-PIP performance in
• cases involving impact of deciding
Chapter 43 cases;
officials’ knowledge or lack of it
• distinctions in the scope of MSPB and court review of
concerning the factual background of
OPM disability retirement decisions;
adverse actions;
• due process protections for disciplined VA employees.
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5,370 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $725 Combo pricing available online
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American Civil Service Law Series
A Guide to Federal Sector Equal Employment Law and Practice,
Thirty-Fifth Edition Natania M. Davis and Ernest C. Hadley, Founding Author
Updated annually, the EEO Guide offers the most comprehensive analysis of federal sector EEO decisions,
litigation practice, statutes, regulations, policies, guidance, and practical advice available to practitioners.
Major topics include:
• jurisdiction
• hearings, discovery, summary • reprisal and personnel actions
• class actions
• pre- and formal complaint
judgment, final agency
processes
actions, and appeals
• remedies
• theories and bases of
• EEO alternatives
• investigation and settlement
discrimination
• attorney fees and
of complaints
representatives
• disabilities and GINA
New in 2022
With analysis of 2021 and early 2022 decisions from the EEOC, OFO, and circuit
courts, and major developments during 2021, this edition includes new material on:
• subordinate-to-supervisor and non-employee
• trial periods for reasonable
harassment
accommodations
• unconscious bias
• chart of circuit court cases
• “intuitively obvious” harm
from 2000-2022 arranged
• expanded COVID-19 and service animals sections by topic
• reorganization of comparison employee discussion
2,066 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $725 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/eeoguide

A Guide to Federal Labor Relations Authority Law and Practice, V Two
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Updated annually, the FLRA Guide is a complete research tool on unit determinations,
negotiability and the collective bargaining process, unfair labor practices, and arbitration.
The 2022 edition includes analysis of 2021 and early 2022 decisions of the FLRA and the courts, and major
developments during 2022. Major topics include:
• jurisdiction
• unit determinations and
elections
• labor organizations

• negotiability procedures
• negotiability determinations
• the Federal Service Impasses
Panel

• ULPs and remedies
• review of arbitration awards
• administrative reconsideration
and judicial review

New in 2022
• Executive Order 14,025 and OPM
• continuing impact of ULP filing and
a G u i de t o
subsequent contract grievances
guidance to agencies on enhancement
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• limits on an arbitrator’s subject matter
of union rights in orientation sessions
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jurisdiction; limits on an arbitrator’s
and other meetings of employees,
information to be provided to employees authority to decide issues not
about union representation;
stipulated and not clearly identified by
P
B
an arbitrator;
• post-petition process for adjustment of
• use of FLSA group grievances;
negotiability disputes;
• relationship of negotiability appeal and • restrictions on counsel fee awards
ULP charge of failure to bargain;
by arbitrators when suspensions are
• developments in the “covered by”
mitigated or set aside for procedural error;
doctrine;
• court reversals of FLRA decisions involving bargaining
• cases further defining what constitutes
over reopener clauses and the de minimis standard for
bargaining changes in working conditions;
a bargainable change in conditions of
employment;
• definition of flagrant misconduct leading to discipline of
• permissively bargained provisions and
union officials.
extension of expired labor agreement;
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Books or eBook: $725 Combo pricing available online
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2022 ACSLS Related Products
Merit Systems Protection Board Case Summaries, Thirteenth Edition
Peter Broida and Natania M. Davis
Updated annually, this guide condenses MSPB and Federal Circuit decisions from 1999
through early 2022 into concise summaries. Cases are arranged by subject matter
areas of Board jurisprudence and further categorized alphabetically. A detailed Index
and Table of Cases make research easy. Also included is a free Reference Materials
download, containing MSPB statutes and regulations, the WPEA, and PPD-19. Topics
include:
• adverse and
• defenses
judicial review
• RIFs
performance actions
• discrimination
• prohibited personnel
• settlements
• arbitration/collective
• evidence
practices
• substantive offenses
bargaining issues
• hearings
• retirement
• timeliness
• attorney fees
• harmful error
• reemployment
• USERRA
• Board procedure
• jurisdiction and
• remedies
• VEOA
Appx. 700 pages and Reference Materials download/2022
Books or eBook: $250 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/mscs

MSPB Charges and Penalties: A Charging Manual,
Fourteenth Edition
Renn C. Fowler and
Samuel A. Vitaro

Nothing is more important than the agency charge.
Appellant’s don’t win—agencies lose by mischarging.

MSPB Charges and Penalties: A Charging Manual is the bible on adverse action
charges, charge drafting, proof requirements and elements, defenses to each
charge, due process notice issues, and penalties. Part I is a close cousin to a military
charging manual, listing virtually all charges, their nuances, elements and proof
requirements, the prominent cases won and lost on each charge, as well as the pros and cons, pitfalls,
and defenses on each charge. Part II details how to select and draft charges and how to avoid charging
errors, including tips on using easy-to-prove charges. Part III covers the Douglas factors, penalty
deference, how to make a penalty showing, and how to avoid penalty missteps. Both Parts II and III
offer extensive discussion on providing clear notice, distinguishing between constitutional and statutory
violations, as well as tips on avoiding common due process traps. A key feature of these two parts:
each chapter provides at its start and conclusion Quick-Guides in bullet form containing the essentials
of that chapter. These comprehensive checklists are a must-know for counsel (agency and private),
union representatives, and HR personnel. Part IV “How to Do It (In Real Time)” illustrates how to apply
the tips and techniques explained throughout the book. Part V covers AJ initial decisions, many of which
show trends of what’s happening right now. And finally, Part VI details affirmative defenses usually
invited by certain charges.
New in 2022
Updated annually with case law, arbitrator awards, regulatory changes, and AJ initial decisions.
The 2022 edition has significant review and updates on:
• teleworking issues, including the new OPM guide and monitoring techniques
• 43/75 performance actions
• burdens in VA misconduct cases
• “/” slash and conjunctive charges, alternative charging, and overly descriptive charges
• Executive Orders, pentalties, and settlements
Appx. 1200 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $300 Combo pricing available online

ACSLS Reference Materials— 2022
Simplify research using this annually updated one-stop source for
many frequently used materials from the EEOC, FLRA, and MSPB.
.pdf download: $30
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Join our email list at
deweypub.com/email
and receive a coupon
code for a free Reference
Materials download.

New 2022 Editions
Compensatory Damages and Other Remedies
in Federal Sector Employment Discrimination Cases,
Fourteenth Edition
Gary M. Gilbert and Deryn A. Sumner
Compensatory Damages presents an in-depth examination of damages available before
the EEOC, MSPB, and federal courts as they relate to discrimination cases. The authors
review significant developments and case law affecting damages awards and analyze
recent trends. The Fourteenth Edition includes case summaries through early 2022.
Major topics include: Title VII equitable damages, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and compensatory
damages, proving damages, mitigation and offset, considerations in approaching settlement, remedies
under other statutes, managing discovery about damages, calculating an award of damages, attorney
fees and costs, a summary of selected Commission damages awards, historical chart of significant
EEOC nonpecuniary damages awards
Appx. 850 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $250 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/cdor

Consolidated Federal Sector EEO Update 2004-2022, Thirteenth Edition
Gary M. Gilbert and Deryn A. Sumner
Updated annually, this comprehensive text digests notable Commission and federal court employment
discrimination cases from 2003 through early 2022 and reviews EEO laws, regulations, guidance, and
recent trends that are arranged by subject matter areas of employment discrimination. An in-depth
Index and Table of Cases makes this text an indispensable research tool. Major topics include:
• harassment
• bases of discrimination
• class actions
• reprisal
• compensatory damages
• mixed cases
• summary judgment
and remedies
• hearings, evidence,
• timeliness
• appellate review
and procedures
• attorney fees
• settlement
Appx. 1,200 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $250
deweypub.com/ceup
Combo pricing available online

Federal Sector Workers’ Compensation, Seventh Edition
Eleanor J. Laws
The new seventh edition offers the most comprehensive reporting and commentary
on all aspects of workers’ compensation issues in the federal sector. Major topics
include an overview of the FECA, OWCP procedure, hearings, reconsideration,
ECAB appeals, fact of injury, performance, causation, emotional conditions, medical
evidence, continuation of pay, schedule awards, rehabilitation and reemployment,
wage loss compensation, survivors’ benefits, medical benefits, representation and
attorney fees, overpayments, third party liability, relationship between FECA and other laws.
New in 2022
• The 7th Edition covers the very latest guidance from the Office of Workers’ Compensation
(OWCP) and caselaw from the Employee Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB).
• OWCP’s extensive guidance regarding COVID-19 procedures and best practices is discussed
and analyzed, incorporating relevant cases from the ECAB.
• In addition, effective August 2020, the Divisions of Federal Employees’ Compensation
and Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation merged to create a single Division
(DFELHWC). This merger includes change in the leadership structure and branches
associated with administering the FECA, as well as the way OWCP assigns cases among
its district offices. The reorganization, and its practical implications for employees and
employing agencies, are discussed in a comprehensive and user-friendly manner.
Appx. 450 pages/2022
Books or eBook: $275 Combo pricing available online
Phone: 703-524-1355

deweypub.com/fswc

orders@deweypub.com
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New Editions in 2022
The Complete Federal Supervisor’s Guide to Human Resources
Management, Second Edition
Michael Corum
This newly updated comprehensive handbook on managing federal employees
covers, from a supervisor’s perspective, every important aspect of human resources
management from hiring to firing. This book details the rules, strategies, and tactics
that federal supervisors need, including hiring the right people, structuring their jobs to
best motivate them, managing their performance, maintaining discipline, and managing
their time. This guide also covers adverse actions, handling medical problems on the
job, ethics, absenteeism, labor management relations, EEO, appeals and grievances.
Each chapter concludes with a reference guide that gives both a summary and a
checklist to serve as a tool kit for dealing with each issue.
Appx. 430 pages/2022
Book or eBook: $160 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/fshr

The First Four Weeks: A Guide for the New Federal
Supervisor, Third Edition
Michael Corum
The First Four Weeks offers guidance for the newly promoted or selected federal
supervisor through the most important time in his or her new job—the first four weeks.
This handbook guides new managers on how to effectively transition into their new
supervisory role and manage federal employees while still achieving their goals of
determining priorities, creating the right structure, negotiating performance expectations, setting the
right tone, and establishing credibility with both higher management and subordinates.
Major topics include: what motivates employees, mentally preparing for the supervisory role,
negotiating with upper management, defining jobs, starting out right with your new employees, setting
rules and performance expectations, and managing time.
Appx. 140 pages/2022
Book or eBook: $100 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/ffw

Rereleased in 2022

Arbitration Advocacy

Instructional Audio

Thomas Angelo
This audio-course provides engaging and often amusing instruction on the federal
sector arbitration process. Topics covered: selection of arbitrators, evaluation
of cases, presentation of cases to arbitrators, settlement approaches used in
arbitration, evaluation of evidence, post-hearing briefs, and issues pertaining to arbitrators’
billings. Practitioners—management or union—who engage in or are about to undertake
representation before an arbitrator of a federal sector personnel or contract dispute will benefit
from this course. Now with an introduction by Peter Broida.
Appx. 2 hrs/1997 (rereleased in 2022 with new introduction)
.mp3 download: $75

Mediation of Federal Sector Employment Disputes
Fern Feil and Neil Kaufman
This presentation covers all significant aspects of the mediation process, with
special attention paid to the role and responsibility of the representative. This
course is intended for use by any management, union, or employee representative
who becomes engaged in mediation. Now with an introduction by Peter Broida.
Appx. 3 hrs/1997 (rereleased in 2022 with new introduction)
.mp3 download: $75
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New in 2022
COVID-19 and Federal Sector Labor and Employment Law,
Carl C. Bosland

This new guide provides a comprehensive and up-to-date review of the federal
government’s legal response to the COVID-19 pandemic to promote the health and safety
of the federal workforce and the efficiency of the civil service. Tracking the explosive
growth of the pandemic, chapters address the initial shift to remote work, the creation
and expansion of paid and unpaid leave, the imposition of mandatory vaccination and
COVID-19 testing programs for federal employees and contractors, workplace safety
protocols addressing quarantine, social distancing, masking, cleaning, and planning and
guidance to reopen and return employees to the office.
Major topics include:
• Presidential Executive Orders,
Sick Leave Act, Family and
statutes, regulations, and
Medical Leave Expansion
guidance from the Safer Federal
Act, Emergency Paid Leave,
Workforce Task Force, OPM ,
Vaccine-Related Leave,
Quarantine Leave
EEOC, DOL, GSA, HHS, VA,
OSHA, and others
• Vaccination and testing
• Remote work—essential and
requirements
nonessential employees
• Religious and disability
• Leave—Families First Coronavirus
exceptions to vaccine
mandates
Response Act, Emergency Paid
Appx. 200 pages/2022
Book or eBook: $225 Combo pricing available online

• Workplace safety
requirements
• Reopening and return to
work plans and guidance
• Labor relations and
COVID-19
• Other laws, including
GINA, HIPPA, FECA, FLSA,
FMLA
• Caselaw developments
deweypub.com/clel

Federal Employment Litigation Field Book
Renn C. Fowler and Kevin L. Owens
This field book was designed to be the ultimate reference, quick answers for hard issues,
hard questions, the can’t-be-without-it constant companion reference. The authors start
with the keys to each essential step: pretrial practice from noticing charges to prehearing
requirements; winning direct and cross examination; persuasive use of documents;
and ends with post-trial advocacy. At each step the text highlights rules and regulatory
requirements: the essentials of notice, evidence, objections and responses, regulatory
nuances of discovery, and controlling cases (synopsized). Regulatory and statutory
requirements are given, and all applicable regulations, laws, and controlling case law are included for
easy, ready reference. This is the essential what to do, how to do it, how to find it text. Each chapter
contains practice tips and techniques and ends with a checklist.
The book is divided into four parts: building the case, the hearing, EEOC litigation, and MSPB litigation.
Appx. 150 pages/2022
Book or eBook: $225 Combo pricing available online

deweypub.com/flfb

Recent Releases
Principles of Federal Sector
Arbitration Law, 7th Edition
Broida/2021/$250

deweypub.com/poa

Damages in Federal Sector
Whistleblower Cases
Fowler/2021/$225

deweypub.com/dfsw

Security Clearance Law and Procedure,
5th Edition
Fitch and Kuntz/2021/$250

deweypub.com/sclp

Federal Sector Harassment Law,
2nd Edition
deweypub.com/fshl
Davis and Hadley/2021/$225

Federal Sector Disability
Discrimination Law Deskbook,
8th Edition
deweypub.com/ddld

Labor Arbitration Practice
in the Federal Secton,
3rd Edition
deweypub.com/lap

Gilbert and Sumner/2021/$250

Bosland/2021/$250

Phone: 703-524-1355

orders@deweypub.com
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The eBooks Advantage

Dewey’s full inventory of books is available for purchase as .pdf eBooks. An eBook is the digital
media equivalent of a conventional printed book.
• All eBooks are available for instant download, providing users immediate access to the text. All
eBooks are also available on cd-rom or usb stick.
• The eBook can be read on any device that can display a .pdf file and depending on the device,
users can adjust the text, search for cases or topics, copy and paste text, and add bookmarks.
• Hyperlinks allow users to navigate between links within the book or link to external websites for
cases, forms, and guidance.

Free Resources

NEWS AND CASE ALERT
WITH PRODUCT DISCOUNTS

DEWEY PUBLICATIONS
PODCAST

Dewey’s “News and Case Alert” e-mail
bulletins feature recent developments
in federal civil service law and
announcements about new Dewey
Publications titles and sales.

A podcast on federal civil service law
hosted by Peter Broida. Approximately
10 times a year Peter will discuss several
new decisions from the MSPB, FLRA, their
reviewing courts, and occasionally EEOC.

deweypub.com/email

deweypub.com/podcast

W W W. DEWEYPUB.COM
The online catalog lists Dewey’s 100+ titles in print, audio, eBook, and video
format. Expanded descriptions of each product contain text samples and table of
contents. Subject areas include:
• Merit Systems Protection Board
• Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
• Personnel Management
• Labor Relations
• Litigation Techniques
• Alternative Dispute Resolution
• Damages and Remedies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discipline
Disability
Family and Medical Leave Act
Prohibited Personnel Practice
Settlement
Supervisors and Managers
Workers’ Compensation
Security Clearance

• Arbitration
• Mediation
• EEO Counselors &
Investigators
• Settlement Agreements
• Whistleblower Protection Act
• USERRA & VEOA

Dewey also offers training in three formats. Visit www.deweypub.com for complete details.
• mp4 Video Lecture

• mp3 Audio Instruction

• Instructional Software

DEWEY PUBLICATIONS
ORDERING INFORMATION
We encourage customers to place orders
directly from our web site.
www.deweypub.com

Product pages on the site include: text
samples, author biographies, expanded
descriptions, and tables of contents.
An order form can be downloaded from our
web site, if you prefer to mail or fax your order.
deweypub.com/orderform

Orders may also be placed by
calling us at 703-524-1355.
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